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SOLIDAR’s National Strategy Group (NSG) in Hungary reported deteriorations in both working and living conditions, and it
is particularly concerned about the reduction of income and
high unemployment that followed the Covid-19 pandemic. The
health crisis also exposed the difficult situation of the healthcare
sector, in particular a shortage of workers and a consequent
increased workload for healthcare professionals. Moreover, civic space – the protection of democratic spaces and rights, as
well as media and academic freedom – is increasingly under
pressure from the government, which often used the pandemic as a pretext to limit civic freedoms. Measures to tackle the
health crisis were often delivered without previous notice, and
consultation with social partners and civil society was generally
overlooked.
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Selected indicators on the state of social rights in Europe

Missing data for 2020 are not available at the time of publication of the Social Rights Monitor 2021.

Equal opportunities
and fair working conditions
WORKING CONDITIONS
At the beginning of 2021, the participation rate
in the Hungarian labour market stood at 63.2%.7
Although the number of unemployed people had been decreasing since 2015, the
pandemic reversed this trend and the unemployment rate hit 4.5% in April 2021.8 In
the same month, youth unemployment peaked
at 14%.9 Due to the restrictions imposed by the

government to limit the spread of the Covid-19
virus, the Hungarian economy suffered a particular impact in the second quarter of 2020,
when GDP declined 13.6% compared to the
same quarter in 2019.10 The hours of around
22% of workers were reduced due to the pandemic, while 8% were furloughed without a salary and 3% were dismissed.11
Following its policy of a “work-based society”,

1 Eurostat (2021). Gini coefficient of equivalised disposable income: http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?lang=en&dataset=ilc_di12
2 Eurostat (2021). Unemployment by sex and age: annual data: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=une_
rt_a&lang=en
3 European Institute for Gender Equality (2021). Gender Equality Index: https://eige.europa.eu/gender-equality-index/2021/HU
4 Eurostat (2021). In-work at-risk-of-poverty-rate : https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/tespm070/default/
table?lang=en
5 Eurostat (2021). Overcrowding rate by age, sex and poverty status – total population: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/
view/ilc_lvho05a/default/table?lang=en
6 CIVICUS (2021). Civic space monitor - Hungary: https://monitor.civicus.org/country/hungary/
7 EURES (2021) Labour market information – Hungary: https://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?catId=2768&countryId=HU&acro=lmi&lang=en&regionId=HU0&nuts2Code=%20&nuts3Code=&regionName=National%20Level
8 Eurostat (2021) Euro area unemployment at 7.7%: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11563203/3-30072021CP-EN.pdf/35dbf525-da32-809f-0f9d-cd36a271a760?t=1627633423854
9 Ibid.
10 Eurofound (2021) Living and Working conditions in Hungary: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/country/hungary
11 Ibid.
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which grants social assistance in return for
work,12 the government of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán did not design any specific measure
to support workers without jobs.13 A short-time
allowance was introduced from July to August
2021, but its short duration meant it did not
have a measurable impact on Hungarians’ incomes and quality of life.14
Social partners were little involved throughout
the year, and their demands were not heard.
There were also strikes. Several companies –
mainly large multinationals – are reported to
have terminated collective agreements with
workers15 under the pretext of the pandemic. In
addition, some temporary measures adopted
by the government allowed employers to arbitrarily decide on their employees’ schedules,
as well as to impose home-office solutions.16
Despite the negotiation of a 4% increase
in minimum wages, which was agreed on
at the beginning of 2021,17 Eurofound reported that no increase in real terms was
perceived by workers, due to inflation and
the increase in daily expenses.18 In addition,
the hourly minimum wage in Hungary remains
the second lowest in the EU, above only that of
Bulgaria.19
The pandemic exposed some of the existing
inequalities affecting the labour market, such
as the gender gap in pay and income distribution, the shortage of workers in healthcare and
education, and the population’s lack of digital
competence and awareness.20

GENDER EQUALITY
Women in Hungary do not have the same access as men to the labour market. The employment gap is still very wide between men (more
than 80%) and women (65.3%), and women’s
monthly earnings are still lower than those of
men.21 The full-time equivalent (FTE) employment rate of women is around 20 percentage
points lower than that of men.22 This also helps
to explain the lower participation of women in
the labour market, together with the fact that
women are still mainly responsible for household care activities. While 56% of women carry
out cooking and household tasks every day,
only 14% of men do this.23
Women in Hungary are underrepresented in
both the political and economic worlds and
therefore have low decision-making power
and influence. Men make up 80% of government ministers, well above the European average of 66%, and 87% of parliamentarians are
men, above the European average of 67%.24
In addition, women are even less present on
the boards of the country’s largest companies: only 10% of board members are women.
Worryingly, no woman is on the boards or decision-making bodies of research-funding organisations – these are 100% male. And women occupy only 29% of the seats on the boards
of public broadcasters.25 The NSG thinks this is
a serious situation.
Despite a doubling of incidents of gender violence since the beginning of the pandemic,26

12 FES Budapest (2018) Welfare for the Wealthy - The Social Policy of the Orbán-regime, 2010-2017: https://library.fes.de/pdffiles/bueros/budapest/14209.pdf
13 Eurofound (2021) Living and Working conditions in Hungary: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/country/hungary
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 Eurofund (2021) Minimum wages in 2021: Most countries settle for cautious increase: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sv/
publications/article/2021/minimum-wages-in-2021-most-countries-settle-for-cautious-increase
18 Eurofund (2021) Minimum wages in 2021: annual review: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ef_publication/
field_ef_document/ef21015en.pdf
19 Ibid.
20 Eurofound (2021) Living and Working conditions in Hungary: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/country/hungary
21 Ibid.
22 EIGE (2021) Gender Equality Index 2021 – Hungary: https://eige.europa.eu/gender-equality-index/2021/domain/work/HU
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 European Parliament (2020) Question for written answer E-002981/2020/rev.1 to the Council: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/
doceo/document/E-9-2020-002981_EN.html
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the country refused to ratify the Istanbul Convention27 on violence against women and gender-based violence in May 2020. The excuse
was that Hungarian law already contained legal
protection for women.28 Moreover, the Hungarian Parliament did not ratify the convention, as
it was deemed to promote illegal immigration
to the country, as well as a supposed “gender
ideology”.29 However, this is nothing new for
Hungarians, as the government has not ratified
the ILO’s Violence and Harassment Convention30 either.31

EDUCATION
Schools and education and training institutions
were closed in March 2020, following a rapid
increase of coronavirus cases in the country
and across Europe.32 Education switched completely to online classes and methods, which
were initially very difficult to access and adapt
to. Hungary, like most other EU countries, had
not made preparations to offer online teaching
and learning, so teachers and students quickly had to find online platforms and tools. Civil
society organisations provided huge support
for online education, by coordinating teachers
and providing assistance for disadvantaged
students.33
Inequalities have been exacerbated both
at school level and at the level of individual students. Some schools appear to

have been better prepared than others to
deal with and adapt to online scenarios.
Schools with a lower capacity to adapt were
those where the majority of children came
from poor backgrounds, notably Roma.34 Often, the poorest parents lacked the time to
prioritize their children’s education. In other
cases, they were digitally illiterate and thus
unable to provide support. In households with
more than three children of school age, parents often could not cope with their own work,
as well as education and other daily tasks. In
some schools, up to 57% of students did not
hand in the weekly assignments prepared by
their teachers.35
In addition, students with special learning
needs or disabilities were also disadvantaged
during online learning. The lack of personal
contact and reduction of time spent with support teachers disproportionately affected these
students.36
Other than some measures to test teachers
and staff members for Covid-19, no major
change was implemented that affected education in 2021.37
The NSG reports that a new regulation on
vocational education and training was implemented. From the 2020/21 academic year,
training has been gradually transformed. However, successful graduation from high school
is still one of the criteria for entering higher
education.

27 Council of Europe (2011) Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic
violence: https://rm.coe.int/168008482e
28 European Parliament (2020) Question for written answer E-002981/2020/rev.1 to the Council: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/
doceo/document/E-9-2020-002981_EN.html
29 Ibid.
30 ILO (2019) C190 - Violence and Harassment Convention: https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:3999810:NO
31 ILO (2021) Up-to-date Conventions and Protocols not ratified by Hungary: https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:11210:0::NO::P11210_COUNTRY_ID:102679
32 JRC (2021) The school year 2020-2021 in Hungary during the pandemic: https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC125455/jrc125455_edu_covid_hungary_report_2021.pdf
33 Proháczik, Á. (2020) A tantermi és az on-line oktatás (tanítás és tanulás) összehasonlító elemzése: http://opuseteducatio.hu/
index.php/opusHU/article/view/390/672
34 JRC (2021) The school year 2020-2021 in Hungary during the pandemic: https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC125455/jrc125455_edu_covid_hungary_report_2021.pdf
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Eurydice (2021) National Education Reforms in Hungary: https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/content/national-reforms-school-education-29_en
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GOOD PRACTICE
The Safe Start38
The Biztos Kezdet Gyerekház, or Safe
Start Programme, is aimed at laying the
foundations for children’s successful
integration into society. It originated in
an NGO project founded in 2020 by the
Hungarian Directorat-General for Social Opportunities.39 It comprises different projects that am to provide help for
young children living in disadvantaged

households, in order to give them with a
“safe start” along with their peers, so that
they do not lag behind in development
and social skills. In addition, events for
parents are organised to enhance group
activities and community building. The
Safe Start centres give adults support
and the opportunity to use computers,
the internet, and the telephone.40 This
programme plays an important role in
communities and fosters social cohesion.

Social protection
and inclusion
Income distribution is not fair in Hungary,
and there is a growing distance between
the poor and the rich: the Gini-coefficient
increased to 28.2% in 2020.41 Moreover, the
Covid-19 pandemic’s consequences mainly
affected low-income workers and those in precarious work situations.42 This led to a 58% increase in in-work poverty over the last decade,
the biggest increase among EU countries,
which left more than 8% of workers living in
poverty.43
In 2020, 17.8% of Hungarian population were
living at risk of poverty or social exclusion.44

Children and young adults are the most affected group in society, and 15.2% live in material
deprivation, compared to the EU average of
6.4%.45 Among Roma children, 43.7% live in
severe deprivation.46
According to the NSG, no specific measures
have been adopted in 2021 to reduce poverty
in Hungary. Moreover, social allowances have
been frozen, as has been the case over the
past few years, the NSG reports. This choice is
connected to what Viktor Orbán started to call
a “work-based society” and the government’s
reform of the welfare system.47 Based on this

38 Biztos Kezdet Gyerekház: https://tef.gov.hu/projektek/
39 Hungarian Directorate-General for Social Opportunities: https://tef.gov.hu/
40 Safe Start - Devecser: https://maltai.hu/bkgydevecser
41 EAPN (2021) Hungary Poverty Watch 2020: https://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/EAPN-EAPN-Hungary-Poverty-Watch-2020_ENG-4680.pdf
42 Ibid.
43 ETUC (2020) Pay rises needed as in-work poverty rises by 12% in EU: https://www.etuc.org/en/pressrelease/pay-rises-needed-work-poverty-rises-12-eu
44 Statista (2021) Share of people at risk of poverty or social exclusion in the total population of Hungary from 2007 to 2020:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1012809/hungary-share-of-people-at-risk-of-poverty/
45 EAPN (2021) Hungary Poverty Watch 2020: https://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/EAPN-EAPN-Hungary-Poverty-Watch-2020_ENG-4680.pdf
46 Ibid.
47 FES Budapest (2018) Welfare for the Wealthy - The Social Policy of the Orbán-regime, 2010-2017: https://library.fes.de/pdffiles/bueros/budapest/14209.pdf
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policy, most resources and allowances are now
allocated to the “hard working” part of society,
which basically means those who already benefit from a stable position in the labour market.
Workers living in poverty and the unemployed
are overlooked.48 The NSG denounces the
choice of the country to offer social protection
only in exchange for work. Moreover, consultations with relevant stakeholders have also
stopped, and the ruling party overlooks parliamentary procedures and open consultations.49

HEALTHCARE
The accessibility and affordability of healthcare
in Hungary differs by region and health insurance coverage. The NSG reports that, during
the pandemic, access to healthcare services
was restricted to people without social insurance, which primarily affects poor workers and
those in precarious situations.
The NSG reports that a lack of adequate professional personnel was a problem throughout
the pandemic. This was especially problematic in the spring of 2021, during the third wave
of the Covid-19 pandemic, when the number
of infected patients needing hospital care and
ventilators grew rapidly, increasing the ratio of doctors to patients.50 Most importantly,
healthcare personnel in Hungarian hospitals
denounced a lack of basic items such as soap

and sanitizer,51 leading a large number of people to contract the coronavirus inside hospitals.
In March 2020, the government adopted changes to the healthcare system,52
and the public employee status of medical workers was removed. The government
claimed a new system was needed to make
healthcare workers more efficient and flexible.53 But the reform has made it easier to fire
nurses and healthcare assistants, or to relocate them anywhere in the country. Despite
substantial increases in doctors’ pay during
the pandemic,54 the legislation included no pay
rise for nurses or other medical workers. Medical personnel therefore had to face a difficult
choice during an already uncertain and unstable period: accept the new conditions or resign.
The workers denounced the lack of discussion
with their representatives before the law was
passed,55 so healthcare workers had to accept
a new contract without fair prior consultation.

ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE
AND ADEQUATE HOUSING
The NSG reports that the government’s housing policy in recent years mainly focused on incentives for families, as part of a long-term demographic strategy.56 This has been, according
to the NSG, the main tool as well as the main
objective guiding the government’s decisions

48 FES Budapest (2018) Welfare for the Wealthy - The Social Policy of the Orbán-regime, 2010-2017: https://library.fes.de/pdffiles/bueros/budapest/14209.pdf
49 Ibid.
50 IHME (2021) Covid-19 Projections in Hungary: https://covid19.healthdata.org/hungary?view=cumulative-deaths&tab=trend
51 Human Rights Watch (2021) World report 2021 – Hungary: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2021/country-chapters/hungary
52 Kihirdetve (2020) 2020. évi C. Törvény az egészségügyi szolgálati jogviszonyról: https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=a2000100.tv
53 DW (2021) Hungary: Health care workers speak out: https://www.dw.com/en/hungary-health-care-workers-speak-out/av58254675
54 Reuters (2020) Hungary PM agrees on big wage hike for doctors as COVID-19 cases rise: https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-health-coronavirus-hungary-healthcare/hungary-pm-agrees-on-big-wage-hike-for-doctors-as-covid-19-cases-rise-idINKBN26O0P5?edition-redirect=in
55 DW (2021) Hungary: Health care workers speak out: https://www.dw.com/en/hungary-health-care-workers-speak-out/av58254675
56 European Social Policy Netword ESPN (2019) Measures to fight demographic decline in Hungary: https://ec.europa.eu/social/
BlobServlet?docId=19642&langId=en
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on housing. The Family Housing Support Programme (CSOK)57 aims to increase home
ownership and provides significant support
and low-interest loans for households with
children to buy houses. Incentives increase in
proportion to the number of children present in
the household.
However, the NSG calls for broader policies on
housing, which is often unsafe. The percentage
of overcrowded dwellings in Hungary is 3.2
points above the EU27 average,58 and poverty
prevents many residents from renovating. This
highlights the need for public support for the
maintenance of houses throughout the country.
Hungary has one of the highest percentages (22.3%) in the EU of houses with a leaking roof and of houses without a toilet or
bath (2.7%). In addition, 5.4% of households
are still unable to keep their homes warm.59
Because of the importance of adequate housing during a health crisis, the NSG calls on the
government to take immediate action. It is particularly urgent, given that housing prices grew
at a steady pace, rising by 6.8% compared to
2020, according to the country’s central bank.60

Moreover, almost 7% of the population suffer
from a housing cost overburden,61 meaning
that housing costs represent more than 40%
of household disposable income. Inequalities
are evident: low-income households on average spend more than 27% of their income on
house-related expenses, compared to 11% for
high-income households.62

GOOD PRACTICE
Welkám Májgrentsz!
The Asylum Association Menedék63
looks for people throughout the country
who are willing to rent a room or a flat for
the project “Welcome migrants!”64 This
aims to provide support to migrants and
refugees who are having a hard time
finding accommodation. People can register their rooms, and the organisation
will match owners and tenants.

57 Hungarian Government: Családi Otthonteremtési Kedvezmény (CSOK): https://kormany.hu/penzugyminiszterium/csaladi-otthonteremtesi-kedvezmeny
58 Eurostat (2020) Quality of Housing: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/digpub/housing/bloc-1c.html?lang=en
59 Ibid.
60 Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2021) House Price Index: https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/mnb-lakasarindex-en.xlsx
61 Eurostat (2020) Quality of Housing: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/digpub/housing/bloc-1c.html?lang=en
62 Ibid.
63 Asylum Association Menedék: https://menedek.hu/
64 Project ”Welkám Májgrentsz!”: https://menedek.hu/vm
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Civic space
The NSG describes a rather negative image
of civic space in Hungary. After the first cases
of Covid-19 in March 2021, the government of
Prime Minister Viktor Orbán used the pandemic
and health emergency as a pretext for passing
laws granting him the power to rule by decree
without parliamentary oversight. This power
was granted for a period that was not explicitly
defined.65 Among other powers, the government
could arbitrarily restrict freedom, movement,
and the right to peaceful assembly.66 In particular, the NSG reports that NGOs dealing with refugee rights, corruption, human and LGBTQI+
rights face discrimination from the state. They
have no chance to receive public funds, so they
often operate with scarce financial and human
resources. Particularly on LGBTQI+ rights, the
government is promoting discriminatory measures. For example, despite a 2020 rebuke by
the European Court of Human Rights over Hungary’s violations of transgender rights,67 in May
2020 the government officially prohibited the
gender recognition of transgender people, instead confirming that gender registration needs
to be based on the sex assigned at birth.68 In
November 2020, the constitution was amended to redefine the concept of family,69 declaring
that children’s parents have to be a man and a
woman and restricting same-sex couples’ right
to adopt children.

The NSG reports that the right to peaceful assembly was only partially respected in 2020
and 2021, as it was restricted due to Covid-19
containment regulations. Assembly therefore mainly moved online. Moreover, in April
2020, the government passed an amendment to the criminal code that broadened
the offence of diffusing false or distorted
information and made it punishable with
a sentence of five years in prison.70 However, the NSG reports that media platforms
in Hungary are increasingly controlled by the
government or by pro-government businesses, which are politically biased and threaten
media independence. Hungary’s media regulation authority did not renew the licence of
the opposition media outlet Klubrádió, which
expired at the beginning of 2021.71
In conclusion, civic space and freedoms have
been constantly under attack in Hungary over
the past decade, in which time they have eroded. The CIVICUS Monitor declared that Hungarian civic space is obstructed, based on the
increased restrictions on the right of association, the systematic targeting of initiatives by
LGBTQI+ and refugee organisations, and the
decreasing independence of the media.72

65 Freedom House (2021) Freedom in the world 2021 - Hungary Overview: https://freedomhouse.org/country/hungary/freedom-world/2021
66 Amnesty International (2021) Report on Hungary: https://www.amnesty.org/en/location/europe-and-central-asia/hungary/report-hungary/
67 ECHR (2020) Case of Rana V. Hungary – Judgment: https://www.stradalex.com/nl/sl_src_publ_jur_int/document/echr_40888-17
68 The Guardian (2021) Hungary votes to end legal recognition of trans people: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/19/
hungary-votes-to-end-legal-recognition-of-trans-people
69 Reuters (2020) Hungary amends constitution to redefine family, limits gay adoption: https://www.reuters.com/article/hungary-lgbt-idUKKBN28P1N8
70 Freedom House (2021) Freedom in the world 2021 - Hungary Overview: https://freedomhouse.org/country/hungary/freedom-world/2021
71 European Parliament (2021) Media freedom under attack in Poland, Hungary and Slovenia
72 CIVICUS (2021) Hungary country report: https://monitor.civicus.org/country/hungary/
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Civil dialogue and the national
recovery and resilience plan
The National Strategy Group reports that,
throughout 2020 and 2021, trade unions have
been particularly active with negotiations and
tripartite consultations with the employers’
representative and the government. Following
their discussions, an agreement was reached
in January 2021 to increase the Hungarian
minimum wage.73 Dialogue with local authorities was initiated at the beginning of 2021 on
the topic of animal welfare, when civil society
and organisations were called on to give their
opinions over animal cruelty in the context of
circus.74 The dialogue aimed to improve animal wellbeing and, eventually, an amendment
to the Hungarian Animal Protection Law.75
Consultations with civil society over the national Recovery and Resilience Plan were carried out only from November 2020 to the first
months of 2021. The National Strategy Group
condemns the methodology adopted to allow
civil society organisations to express their

concerns over and demands for the plan. The
NSG reports that CSOs were not included
in the drafting of the plan and that, for the
online consultation, they were only provided
with a general summary of what the government had prepared. In April 2021, according to
the National Strategy Group, the government
finally published the comprehensive and complete plan.76 Therefore, civil society was not
able to provide reasoned feedback and could
not hold proper internal meetings to discuss
the complete version. However, following the
EU’s concerns over the lack of measures to
prevent corruption,77 the Hungarian government had to rewrite the plan. This also happened behind closed doors and so lacked
transparency. Throughout the year, citizens
and organised civil society lost confidence in
Hungarian institutions, and half of Hungarians
were dissatisfied with the functioning of democracy in the country.78

73 Eurofund (2021) Minimum wages in 2021: Most countries settle for cautious increase: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sv/
publications/article/2021/minimum-wages-in-2021-most-countries-settle-for-cautious-increase
74 NAK (2021) Állatvédelmi társadalmi párbeszéd indult: https://www.nak.hu/kamara/kamarai-hirek/orszagos-hirek/103067-allatvedelmi-tarsadalmi-parbeszed-indult
75 Hungary Today (2021) Hungary to Establish New Animal Protection Law: https://hungarytoday.hu/hungary-new-animal-protection-law-legistlation-rights-shelter-cruelty-abuse-punishment/
76 Hungarian Government (2021) Recovery and Resilience Plan: https://www.palyazat.gov.hu/helyreallitasi-es-ellenallokepessegi-eszkoz-rrf
77 Politico (2021) Brussels holds up Hungary’s recovery plan: https://www.politico.eu/article/brussels-holds-up-hungarys-recovery-plan-but-for-how-long/
78 Euronews (2021) Eurobarometer: a magyarok jobban bíznak az Európai Parlamentben, mint a magyarban: https://hu.euronews.com/2021/05/06/eurobarometer-a-magyarok-fele-elegedett-a-demokracia-mukodesevel
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SOLIDAR’s Social Rights Monitor 2021 has been developed in the framework of the Together

for Social Europe programme co-funded by the EU Programme for Employment and Social

Innovation (EaSI). It provides an insight into the state of social rights in 16 European countries.
The Monitor assesses the state of social Europe in terms of equality of opportunities, fair

working conditions, social protection, inclusion and civic space based on the observations
of Civil Society Organisations working on the ground in combination with statistical data and

scientific findings. This information is provided by National Strategy Groups that are set up in
each of the 16 countries by a SOLIDAR member or partner. The 2021 Monitor also analyses to

which extent civil society and social partners have been involved in the design of the national
Recovery and Resilience Plans, integrated in the 2021 European Semester cycle.
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